Choose signature properties, open a new window, click on the 'Show signature's certificate' button.

![Signature Properties Window]

- **Signature is VALID**, signed by rajesh saini <vishnu8107@gmail.com>.
- **Signing Time**: 2015/10/26 17:07:43 +05'30'

**Validity Summary**
- The Document has not been modified since this signature was applied.
- The certifier has specified that Form Fill-in, Signing and Commenting are allowed for this document. No other changes are permitted.
- The document is signed by the current user.
- Signing time is from the clock on the signer's computer.
- Signature was validated as of the signing time: 2015/10/26 17:07:43 +05'30'

**Signer Info**
- The path from the signer's certificate to an issuer's certificate was successfully built.
- Revocation checking is not performed for Certificates that you have directly trusted.

- [Show Signer's Certificate...]
- [Advanced Properties...]
- [Validate Signature]
- [Close]
Open a new window click on trust tab, Add to trusted certificates documents and click on validate signature button ,it will be showed correct sign with digital signature.
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